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Basketball player rpg

A database can be a scary word. It is often considered large and complex, but can do wonders to keep your application clean and in order. For more information on the differences between the two main types of databases, here is a primer that can be a help. As for what you're going to read, I'd strongly
recommend following along with PSequel, a GUI on Mac that lets you see the data you're working with. Basketball, like many sports, is full of data that is more interesting. The stat line is a crucial piece of data. Russell Westbrook could be a statistician with his triple-double prowess. And what better way to
prepare for the upcoming basketball season than to prepare some databases based on player attributes. One more piece of exposure. PostgreSQL is one of the best programs forlation databases. While there are other good ones like MySQL and SQLite, I found PostgreSQL to be the most favorable
because it's open-source and has a pretty large online community. And now it's game time. A small database dance to start things offVyetvovat databaseCreate a database is simple. First, make sure that the server is running at the command prompt by running:Now that you are logged on, creating a
database is as easy as:create a database (database name); After you create it, you can use the \l command to view a list of all databases. To exit the command line, you can use \q.Enter PSequelType in the database and let's connect! PSequel is a GUI that makes it easy to view data. I created a
database called basketball. Now we will connect and make some tables. Create a table After you connect, you can create tables that organize all the data. With the 'query' selected, we can create a table like this:From above, we can see that I am creating a table called 'players.' There will be four lines
inside this table: ID (mostly to track the number of people I add), first name, last name, and team. Note that the data type is listed after them, which allows the database to know what kind of data to expect. An integer is a number. Varchar stands for 'variable character length'. The next number in
parentheses is the maximum number of characters. For more information on what kind of data types you can use in PostgreSQL, check out this handy list. So that team will only be able to hold three characters. When you're done, run the query and refresh the page (bottom left). The table, even if it is
empty, can now be found on the content tab. But we can't work with an empty desk. Let's add to that. All about insertss a brand new empty table, point back at the query and insert the following:INSERT INTO players (id, first_name, last_name, team) VALUES (1, 'Steph', 'Curry', 'GSW'); Steph Curry loves
dancing for data Here, I'm inserting records into my 'players' table. The first set of parentheses, even if it is not required, informs the database to which columns the data will be converted. You can columns in the desired order if they correspond to the second group of parentheses. For example, PSequel
would not allow this if I tried to insert an integer into the first name field. It is also important that strings (or varchars) are inserted into quotation marks. Easy enough? All right, let's add more data and see how to manipulate it. Selecting All Stars We have some data to work from the provided image, now we
can select and manipulate the players. So far, we've got quite a team. Go back to the query and run the following line:From here you can see them all. But what if you just wanted to see a player from the Golden State Warriors? Next, run the following lines:SELECT * FROM playersWHERE team =
'GSW'This keyword 'where' is especially important when we want to update or delete items from the database. Other keywords can be threaded to these lines to display even more data. SELECT * FROM playersWHERE team = 'GSW'OR team = 'NY'The above statement will show you someone from
Golden State or New York. Notice the or statement. SELECT * FROM playersWHERE team = 'GSW'AND first_name = 'Steph'This statement would come back just Steph Curry, because while Klay Thompson shares the same team (GSW), his first name does not match. You can also run larger than, less
than, or equal to commands for integers. Take the following example and note that the first two IDs are not returned. SELECT * OD playersWHERE id &gt; 3Updating and DeletingLet is now something to change in our database. We've heard some speculation about Lebron James heading to the Lakers
after his contract is up. How can we reflect this in our data:UPDATE playersSET team = 'LAL'WHERE last_name = 'James'The first row determines the table you are changing. The second row determines what we set. The third line tells us that we only want to change data that has the last name James.
Like the previous examples, we could add additional parameters as well as commands or or. Note that Lebron James now plays for the Los Angeles Lakers. By clicking on the header of the ID column, we could re-order players based on their ID (or other header. Deletion is done in a similar way, but use
the delete word instead of updating it. And again, we can add as many parameters as we want. The order below clears Lebron James from the list. DELETE playersWHERE last_name = 'James'AND team = 'LAL'But he probably wouldn't like that. Thanks for reading. Feel free to contact me at the chat
code or basketball here. Until next time. Join Hacker Noon Create a free account and unlock your own reading experience. Our editors independently examine, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made



from our selected links. Basketball lovers who need a ball that can go from the inside court to a street game on the occasional free throw in the driveway need a do-it-all pick that will last. is a brand of choice for ballers from novice to professional and their Zi/O tournament ball is a fan favorite. This ball has
maximum flexibility for indoor or outdoor play: the composite leather cover has enough surface pebble to survive the outdoor conditions without losing the touch you'll need in a covered game. It meets the NBA's strict size requirements and the foam pad creates a better soft feel and grip. The Hoopsters
loved this ball being bang for the buck and said it wasn't bulge or deflated after a few months of playing on different surfaces. Just because you're on a budget doesn't mean you can't find quality basketball for your game. Wilson's NCAA-sized ball has a neat look and regulatory standards for the
professional game in a casual setting. The Optima rubber cover of this ball has increased durability, resulting in more consistent bounce and performance when you need it most. Its super-wide channels lead to better grip and control while you're dribbling, and the ball's stunning multi-color looks flawlessly
combining form and function. Basketball fans who bought this ball loved its visual curb appeal and said it was budget-friendly enough to buy one for themselves and their kids. If you are committed to your basketball team (or just need an indoor court to stay in shape during the colder months), you will
need a reliable ball that gives you an advantage in the competition. Wilson's Evolution Ball is a bestseller that meets all the requirements for stellar indoor basketball. This spherical leather cover wicks away moisture to help you keep your grip during an intense game. Its padded interior provides a softer
feel for better touch and handling, and high-resolution pebbles create friction so the ball doesn't get away from you. Thousands of ballers love this choice for their perfect balance between tight grip and soft feel and some trainers even chimed in and said they have relied on this exact model for years.
Outdoor basketballs are made a little differently than indoor balls: they have fewer pebbles to offset the increased friction on rough outdoor surfaces. They are usually made entirely of leather (instead of composite) for greater durability. Franklin's street ball ticks off all requirements for outdoor basketball
with colorful patterns and sizes for men, women and children. This ball-top rubber and yarn construction holds unpredictable cement or asphalt surfaces. Extra deep channels and ultra grippy eraser help you maintain control during the game. The outside players who reviewed this ball loved how well it
bounced and held the air, and said the rubber's grip was comparable to more expensive balls. There is nothing more satisfying than hearing that swoosh when your shot slips effortlessly through the basketball net, but becoming a reliable offensive player takes time. If you're teaching a younger player how
to sink your free throws (or brush up on your own skills) and need an easy way to To show the correct manual positioning, Baden's SkilCoach Shooter ball can point in the right direction. This ball comes with a right and left print on the surface to support the correct shooting shape with one hand. The
rubber cover resists both outdoor and indoor play, and with sufficient training you break bad habits and consistently sink shots in no time. Coaches and parents love how this ball helped their young players create the ideal hand placement for higher scores, and said it reduced a lot of the frustration that
their kids had when they tried to shoot with other balls. Women are just as tough on the field as men, but their professional basketballs are made a little different-WNBA regulation size for basketballs is 28.5 instead of the 29.5 NBA standard. If you're a woman who loves giving her everything on the field
and wants regulation equipment, you should catch Spalding's WNBA Replica Outdoor Ball before the next game. This ball meets the WNBA's size and weight requirements and its composite surface is excellent for indoor or outdoor play. The patented two-piece design improves your grip and feel when
you shoot hoops, and the orange and beige coloring sets it apart from other balls. The women who bought this ball said they picked up well during the game and noted that it made a great gift for daughters and granddaughters. Driveway basketball games are an easy, fun way to get kids moving, but you
have to help keep them interested when they want to improve and move around frustrating roadblocks. Colorful equipment makes everything more exciting, and Spalding's Rookie Gear Basketball is a rainbow-inspired option that keeps kids on the field. This ball is not only smaller in circumference for
small hands, but it is also 15 percent lighter than standard youth balls for easier handling. It can be used to randomly shoot free throws in the driveway or outdoor playground, or do more intense workouts in an indoor gym. Parents of young children loved the way this ball performed during after school
activities and said that the lighter weight and softer feel of this ball improved their child's grip for a more competitive game. When it's blazing hot outside, many basketball players are forced to find an indoor gym or wait until the evening to get their game on. However, you can still get some outdoor practice
during daylight hours if you move your game from land to sea, and Dunnrite Pool/Water Basketball is safe to use in your pool. This medium-sized sphere is designed to withstand sun, chlorine and heat without fading or deflation. The smaller size is perfect for helping your kids get into action, and it will be
easier on your pool hoop than full-sized water balls. Water basketball fans loved the light blue color and durability of this ball and said it picked up after floating in the pool for months and was a great addition to any pool party. If you have hoop dreams that go beyond the driveway or near the park, you will
want to with the same ball as the pros. Wilson's Basketball tournament game is regulation-size, and it's the exact model that's used during March Madness. Wilson's Tournament Ball has moisture-absorbing cover and patented channels for best grip and handling during sweaty face-offs. The core cushion
delivers a more consistent reflection, so you won't get any nasty surprises when you're trying to beat an opponent, and the composite leather cover is perfect for intense indoor competition. The basketball players who bought this ball said it felt better and was easier to handle than other options that I tried.
One youth basketball coach chimed in and said he prefers this ball for practice. Procedures.
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